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About this collection

Of Dragons, Magic and Love (as it is currently titled) is a

vast fantasy world full of magic, dragons, technology and

many other things. The collection features multiple

storylines (14 at the time of this edition of the world

collection) involving different people and different parts of

the world. Some storylines are tied to certain people while

some are tied to certain areas. Whether or not any of

these storylines coincide with one another is currently a

mystery.

The storylines and their stories are, in the order of

appearance:

1. The Edge of The World: Set in area called "The

edge of the world" and inhabited by a

solitary starlight-gathering fairy who lives

by the local abyss — Starlight

2. The Techiest: Set in an area of the world that has

embraced technology the most in a way

that makes the area feel surprisingly

familiar to someone from the 2000's. The

storyline focuses on the family of Kelly, a

young woman who inherited a

necromancer's necklace from her

grandmother Lizbeth, but some of the

stories feature other characters such as

Lizbeth and Kelly's brother Gary —

Necromancer's Necklace, The Ultimate

Prank, The Beginning of an Apprenticeship,

Infuriating Computer, Hotshot Levitator,

Date Gone Wrong, Overly Stingy

3. The Ringkeeper: The story of Bereth who now

guards the ring his late mentor used to

hold — Possessed Armor, Past Mistakes,

The Tree on a Desert



4. Possessive Cupcakes: The village that a witch

possessed with cupcakes — Cupcake

Possession

5. The Warborn: The story of Isabella Warborn, an

aspiring knight who was born on a

battlefield — Message to Deliver,

Immediate Danger

6. The Dragon Kingdom: A kingdom home to many

fire sorcerers and dragons. The stories are

ordered chronologically rather than by

character. This is the vastest storyline so

far, as it features many prominent

characters, including Veriwia the Dragon

Warrior, Friat Brann the fire sorceress and

the kingdom's (currently unnamed) crown

prince — Child of Dragons, Hot Embers,

Veriwia's True Powers, Almost Home,

Gratefully Prosperous, Almost

Overwhelming, Should Have Known, Annual

Flyby, Farewell, Duel for Marriage, Dragon

Warrior, Smoldering Remains

7. The Ice Kingdom: A kingdom located on an icicle

that faced evacuation when the ice

underneath gave out — Rotting Ice

Underneath, Lost Home, Saved Plushie,

Rotted Ice Home

8. The Manor of Scientists: A manor inhabited by a

group of scientists working on delicate

research — What the Lack of Discipline Can

Do

9. The Dark Artist: The storyline of the dark artist

Miakil who, backed up by his friend Jaden

and the security expert Scarlet, tries to

revive griffins and pegasi that went extinct

in the wild — A Dark Heart

10. The Amulet of Fly: The storyline of Lily, the current

holder of The Amulet of Fly — Dishes



11. The Magicals And The Magicless: An area where

those who can wield magic (magicals) and

those who cannot (magicless) are

especially divided. The storyline focuses on

Sasha, the daughter of a local magical

politician, and The Riot Squad, a group of

bitter magicless people whose method of

expressing their bitterness is by

vandalizing magical neighborhoods — The

Magical Girl, A Punishment Deserved

12. Summoning Demons: A part of the world where

summoning demons is easier (and far more

acceptable and commonplace) than you

think — Candy Summoning, Fish, Ribbons

and Sherbet Ice Cream

13. The Treasure Hunter: The storyline of a treasure

hunter who misses their greyhound, Lopez,

whenever they are on a long treasure

hunting quest — Artifact Quest

14. Does Mexico Exist Here?: The storyline of Klinrau,

the dragon whose solution to everything is

fire, and his partner whose solution to

everything is tacos — Different Solutions



Starlight

Collected in Modern Problem

There are two versions of this story — a bad-grammared

version that I wrote, inspired by You'Re Mind by eV13il

and the proper-grammared version that I made

afterwards. Both were inspired by artwork and words I

found when I searched DeviantArt with the word Starlight.

The words I used for inspiration were Wind chime,

Waterfall, Fairy, Silver wind, Abyss, Star mist and Mask.

Bad-Grammared Starlight

Me listen to wind chimes  sound echo through the abyss.

It is finally come: the every years night of star mist.

It are time to take off and gather teh starlight and all

dfust. The next time this would came is year a way.

I missed this night lastyears be cause had hurt me wings,

but this time I is fine. This time I could makeup to them.

I put in the mask I crafted me self from local materials

and starlight I had once gathered. I take me hamper, walk

too a balcony and, with wind chimes tingle over the roar

of the waterfall next door, I letted my wings spread.

I delicately jump to an railing and breath in fresh air,

spreading my arms, feeling the monlight on me skin. Then

the silverwind takes my fragile-lokking body and I

allowmyself to fly.

It are finally the time to get he material what makes me

handcraft unique...

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1054368
https://www.deviantart.com/ev13il/art/You-re-Mind-545781760
https://www.deviantart.com/ev13il


Fixed version of Starlight

I listen to the sound of wind chimes echo through the

abyss. It has finally come: the annual night of star mist.

It is time to take off and gather the starlight and all dust I

can carry. The next time this would come is a year away.

I missed this night last year because I had hurt my wings,

but this time I am fine. This time I could make up for the

lost time.

I put on the mask I once crafted myself from local

materials and the starlight I had gathered. I take my

hamper, walk to a balcony and, with wind chimes tingling

over the roar of the adjacent waterfall, I let my wings

spread.

I delicately jump to a railing and breath in fresh air,

spreading my arms, feeling the moonlight on my skin.

Then the silver wind takes my fragile-looking body and I

allow myself to fly.

It is finally the time to get the material which makes my

handcraft unique...



Necromancer's Necklace

Collected in Past Mistakes

Flashback Prompt: Okay, so the necklace could bring back

the dead, it seemed this would be a funeral to

remember... by gredge (Year 2012).

In her will, grandma Lizbeth left me a necklace. Some

days later, it did not only turn out that she was a full-

blown witch – or more precisely a necromancer, but that's

beside the point – but also that the necklace would bring

back the dead.

Thus, it seemed that this would be a funeral to

remember...

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1091414
https://deviantart.com/gredge


The Ultimate Prank

Collected in Past Mistakes

This story is a follow-up to Necromancer's Necklace that I

wrote because there were people who wanted to see the

aftermath for it. It also received a Daily Deviation (my

first, no less) on 13th of October, 2019, featured by

GDeyke.

Lizbeth looked at the sky, its black velvet covering the

land. She was writing her notes on the necromancer's

necklace she had acquired during her witchcraft studies

so that someday a descendant of hers would be able to

utilize it – and utilize it for good, not evil.

As she raised the recently deceased puppy from the dead,

she felt even more convinced that utilizing the necklace

for good correlated heavily with not using it. While the

puppy was alive again, it was visible that its soul was

already long gone. It would not bring any good to her

daughter who mourned the loss of that cute ball of fluff.

With tears in her eyes, Lizbeth inverted the necklace's

spell and laid the puppy back into the small coffin her

husband had crafted for him. Then she lowered the coffin

into the small grave and buried it, setting a small

headstone at the site of the burial.

She made sure to mark in her notes that while it hurt,

raising the loved ones from the dead did not make the

pain go away. Instead, it made the pain even worse.

I studied the notes grandma Lizbeth had left behind to

learn to use the necklace she had left to me. Everywhere I

looked, there were either cold instructions written with

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1091414
https://deviantart.com/gdeyke


neat handwriting on hand-crafted paper, nearly-matter-of-

fact notes about the ethical standpoints or notes about

her own experiences, some of the last ones written on

tear-stained handcrafted paper or paper that had just

been picked from somewhere. One of those notes was

actually written on a surprisingly well-preserved napkin. I

could only assume that some spell had preserved it to this

day.

As I read the notes, I understood why grandma had left

the necklace to me. She trusted that my judgement would

incline on using such a power only at direst of times,

times when the power of an undead army would be

absolutely necessary – and even then with utmost

discretion. She trusted that I would read her notes and

take them to heart so that I would not use it to prank

anyone like I had first thought when I had learned of my

inheritance's true nature.

I was already going to decide against using the necklace

in the funeral despite of training myself to use it without

raising the whole cemetery from the dead when I found

the last note grandma Lizbeth ever wrote: a secret part of

her funeral plans.

In addition to a quick and simple funeral carried out soon

after her death, she wanted me to use the necklace so

that she would get to see which of the hypocrites who

called themselves her family had bothered to attend. In

her notes, she called it The Ultimate Prank. She had

planned it all out and placed her trust in me to make the

judgement that she herself wanted this.

A smirk rose on my face. I loved every single bit of

grandma's plan.

I would have the ultimate pleasure to deliver it for her.



Lizbeth looked at how few of her family bothered to talk

with her whenever they did not need anything from her. It

had been disappointing to notice that so many cared only

for her powers, not her.

The dead had recently started to call her to join them.

That was the warning sign she had been fearing to spot

for some time – her time among the living was up. She

wrote her last notes, detailing the end of the life of a

necromancer and how to see it coming. Then she took

pieces of clean, pure white paper, looked through the

family communication and wrote the final version of her

will, as she had agreed with her undead lawyer who would

be able to make sure her will was carried out to the letter.

Once the will was ready, Lizbeth slept for a while,

dreaming of the undead calling for her. She could swear

the puppy she had buried at night many years ago when

her daughter had been young was barking for her among

them.

When she woke up, Lizbeth knew it was time to exact the

vengeance only a necromancer could come up with on

the selfish members of her family. She took the final

pieces of paper she had crafted with her husband years

ago before they had gotten married, back when her

career had been fresh and they had been young, and

started to write the ultimate prank.

She would have to trust that her granddaughter who bore

the magic in her spirit would follow her notes once she

would acquire the necklace she was entrusting her.

The day of the funeral came as quickly as grandma had

wanted. I hid the necklace under my black dress, kept

tabs on the dead to make sure that I didn't accidentally

raise any poor person from the dead nor raised grandma

too early. The timing was not too important, but I had to



get it done in the right window: when the priest was

blessing grandma.

I waited, trying to hide my glee. The mere thought of the

prank my grandma had concocted was deliciously

mischievous. I could feel the taste of revenge she was

going to get.

I had not told anyone that I was actually going to do

something with the necklace. Those who knew of its true

nature I had convinced that I would only guard it. In fact, I

had left a replica to a locked chest at home to convince

Mom that I hadn't taken it with me. She had no idea of the

plan grandma had left for me and it would serve her right

to find out the same way as everyone else: when it was

already far in motion.

I hid my face behind a veil. Few tears escaped my eyes as

I was overcome with glee more than grief, but I did my

best to play my part.

Then the time came. I let the magic flow to the coffin

where grandma Lizbeth lay and initiated what she and I

had prepared for: The Ultimate Prank.

"...And thus, she will return to the earth from..." the priest

said.

"Whoooo daaaaresss?" came from the coffin. The priest

froze in horror mid-sentence. I knew that he was aware of

grandma's nature, but he probably had never

encountered an undead – especially not at a funeral!

I put my hand over my mouth to hide any trace of a smile

and feigned shock.

"Whoooo daaaress to attempt to put me to rest when I

still have a bone to pick?" came from the coffin again. The

whole church was silent. My brother glanced at me, trying



to keep his face straight, but his eyes betrayed his

extreme amusement. I bit my teeth together and avoided

Mom's angry eyes.

The coffin opened and the priest backed off, horrified.

Grandma Lizbeth got up from the coffin, her eyes slightly

alit with the life she had reserved for this very purpose

with her lawyer – an undead, I presumed – and

straightened her funeral gown. She looked over the family

assembled in the church, smiling. "So this is all the mass

that never bothered to give as much as a birthday

message if they didn't need anything from me, all crying

that their family witch won't offer her services anymore?"

She gave a laugh. "So, how does it feel to know that you'll

have to go to another witch and pay the full price? It's

been just days and how many of you have already gone

to someone else instead of paying your respects? How

many?" She looked over the crowd again. "Don't bother to

answer, I already know. Shame on you, James, Miranda,

Lydia, Ollie, Gehrman, Rocco, Ashley and my own

daughter, Helena. You are nothing but selfish wretches

who want everything for free, no matter everyone else's

livelihoods."

Many started to shift in their seats, most of the ones

grandma called out seeming uncomfortable except for my

mother who looked at her own mother furiously. My

brother and I no longer tried to stop nor hide our grins.

"It's good to know that so many of you bothered to come

here so that you could get a taste of this," grandma

Lizbeth said and held her arms out. "The only time many

of you came to me without asking anything from me in

many years, and even now you would probably ask

something of me if you had not already switched the

witch." She took a deep breath and grinned. "Does

anyone have anything to say to me now that you got the

chance?"

"You rock, grandma!" my brother shouted and waved.



"As do you and your sister," grandma Lizbeth said and

smiled at us both.

"I love you, grandma! Thank you for everything!" I

shouted.

"Love you too, sweetheart. Take care of my heritage while

I'm gone," grandma told me. "And Debbie, Justin and Ben,

take care too, and thank you for being there for me when

the adults would not be."

The three other grandchildren shouted their last words to

grandma, each of them in tears.

"Anything else?" grandma asked.

"How dare you?!" Mom shouted and stood up. "How dare

you pull something like this off when we did everything

you asked to the letter?!"

"I dare easily, my dear Helena," grandma told, her voice

serene. "Because I did exactly as you asked to the letter

and gave every single one of you a notable discount at

the expense of my own livelihood. And how many times

did you, my child, call me or send me a message just to

keep in touch instead of wanting something during these

last five years?" Mom was silent. "Exactly. Your own

children kept in touch with me more. Heavens, even your

aunt actually kept in touch more than you during her life

despite of all the times we fought one another. I

guarantee you, I dared with no effort and I am glad I did."

Grandma waited for more words. None came. "I take it

you don't have anything else to say?" No one said

anything. "Very well. Then it is my time to go. Thank you

for my faithful grandchildren for being there for me and

thank you to Kelly for making this possible."

Grandma turned to look at the priest. "I apologize for the

interruption. You may continue." Then she climbed back

to the coffin, closed it and gave me the sign to invert the

spell. That I did with a huge smile on my face and tears of

joy and grief running from my eyes. I could feel the last



bits of her life pass on, more than satisfied with what we

had achieved together.

Someday, I would do the same if need be. Hopefully, the

rest of the grandchildren would be there to witness it.

Flustered, the priest resumed the funeral, even paler than

usual. Most of the people were uncomfortable all the way

through.

Once we got outside, my brother and I high-fived and

hugged, allowing ourselves to laugh now.

"That was awesome!" my brother told.

"I know!" I said. "I'm glad grandma planned this! It was

the best revenge ever!"

Ben and the others came to us.

"I had no idea grandma Lizbeth made you her follower,"

Debbie told.

"It was quite sudden. It was in her will," I told. "It was

quite some quick crash course on necromancy that I took

with her notes to make this possible."

"Could you train me when you've learned more?" Justin

asked.

"Perhaps," I said. "Not sure, though. Necromancy is a

power that shouldn't be taken lightly. Grandma left lots of

notes on the ethics of it and I still have lots to read. Check

in with me when you've become of age if you're still

interested then and we'll see about it."

"You bet I will!" Justin said and high-fived me.

"What are you going to do now?" Ben asked.

"I don't know. Probably read the rest of grandma's notes,

learn more and see about it. I'll probably just keep the

necklace out of the wrong hands unless I actually have to

use it from now on and concentrate on other witchcraft.

I'll have to find someone to teach me once I feel I'm ready

to commit myself to the career," I told.



"Are you going to give us hefty family discounts?" my

brother asked and winked at me. "C'mon, give one at

least to me since I'm your bro and I've seen you in

diapers."

I guffawed. "No way! You can't extort me like that! No

family discounts to anyone. You saw where it led

grandma." I made sure my voice was loud enough for

everyone to hear it. I knew that if I found some family

members keepers, I'd give them a discount – but that

wouldn't be a family discount. It would be a keeper

discount.

Once the funeral was over, the family communication to

me from anyone but my fellow grandchildren was cut to a

minimum – I was actually surprised it could go any lower.

Mom wouldn't talk to me for a week and I ended up

moving out as I caught the attention of a sorcerer who

wanted to teach me magic. Apparently, he was a good

friend of grandma's and thus had known to watch me due

to her own recommendation before her death. After I

found grandma's letter of recommendation written about

him among the important notes, I accepted his

apprenticeship offer.

Today, I'm doing well as a sorcerer apprentice and I'm

most certainly up for a good career in the future once I

graduate.

So yeah, grandma's ultimate prank truly played out in my

favor. That must've been her plan all along – not just

benefit her spirit but also me, who helped her achieve the

ultimate act: raising herself and her spirit from the dead.



The Beginning of an Apprenticeship

Currently uncollected

"I knew Lizbeth was up to something with that necklace,

but I had no idea that you were already so advanced with

it. Did she teach you in person before her death?"

I shifted, trying to figure out where my hands should be.

When grandma's friend had offered to teach me magic, I'd

had had no idea that he was the overseer of magic. "No,

overseer. I only learned from her notes."

"Only her notes? Did you practice before that stunt you

told me about?"

"Only with mice and a roadkill bird, overseer."

"Please, call me Salim. Your grandmother was right when

she told me that you could make an excellent apprentice.

You clearly have talent."

"Thank you, o... Salim."

"When are you ready to begin your apprenticeship?"

I forced a bigger smile on my face to cover my

nervousness. "Right away."

Salim smiled back. "Excellent! I'll deal with the paperwork

today and you can start tomorrow. Please be here at ten

in the morning."

"I will. Thank you for this opportunity."

"Thank you for accepting my offer, my new apprentice. I

look forward to training you."



Infuriating Computer

Collected in Hunting Inklings

Challenge: Your story must incorporate a real-world event

from your personal life – not from the news or other

media outlets – from the last 3 days including today. The

story does not have to be autobiographical in nature,

though. In addition to this, the story must be magical

realism and include three callbacks to previous stories

written this month. Optionally, the wordcount should be

333.

My event of choice was from the day before when I had to

force my laptop to shut down twice due to software

issues. The callbacks I made are to the stories Refugees

(from the world Galaxy Hiding Underwater), A Wish for An

Explosion (from the world War Against Mechs) and Bad

Contract (from the world Louise the Shade), all of them

available in Hunting Inklings.

Gary pressed his laptop's power button down for the

umpteenth time that month. This was the second time the

darn thing was acting up today, and he was starting to

get frustrated. He needed to get his work done and the

stupid thing was not helping at all.

It was even more infuriating than the constant news

about Windows 10 updates breaking yet another thing

over and over and over again. If only he could afford a

new laptop to replace the old one...

Or "if only his sister, Kelly, could use her magic to do

something about it". Actually, he had asked her about it

as a joke, but she had told that she could raise the dead

— among other things — but not fix computers more

hellbent on ruining their users' days than greedy, warlike

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1092060


aliens ravaging inhabited planets, leaving countless

refugees at their wake, or humanity blowing up mechs

that are trying to kill them into extinction.

Maybe he should stop reading such apocalyptic stories on

his computer. For all he knew, they could frighten the

poor thing and be causing its episodes.

Gary chuckled to himself as the laptop booted up. What

nonsense. This one's is just a combination of crappy

components and even crappier software. It doesn't think.

There's no way I'd ever be able to afford a sentient,

magic-imbued computer like the one Kelly says her

teacher has. And even if I did, it could tell fact from fiction

for sure and not get an episode over what I read, not even

the raunchy or gory stuff.

Had he not needed to get his work done in time, he might

have sidetracked to reading something. However, he

could not afford that; the bastard who was currently

paying his salary had hidden some crappy extra

conditions into his contract in such fine print that he had

missed it. He would have to have his reading break later.

Holding onto that hope, Gary logged back in and resumed

his work.



Date Gone Wrong

Collected in Past Mistakes

Flashback prompt: I shot for the stars, but I didn't mean to

hit one! (So sorry!) by Roskvape (Year 2013).

Standard prompt: "...Bring in the lice." by WindySilver.

You were trying to heal an awful bruise on your cheek

after a date gone wrong. You did not know which was

more humiliating: the fact that you had dropped your

guard or the fact that you, the overseer of magic, had

actually gotten hit with a fist in the face by a non-mage

human as if you were a mere commoner like her.

You had gotten so many magic-induced injuries during

your years that you had nearly forgotten how to easily

heal a simple damned bruise and it was infuriating you

close to the limits of your self-control.

Then your phone vibrated; your date had sent you a

message. Against your better judgement, you gave her

the benefit of the doubt and checked it. The message

said, I shot for the stars, but I didn't mean to hit one! (So

sorry!)

Okay.

That was it.

You had had enough of this. Screw your status; the line

between your self-control and rage has been surpassed

and now the only thing that mattered for the rest of the

night was getting it back down.

It was time to go and get some good old revenge.

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1091414
https://www.deviantart.com/roskvape
http://www.deviantart.com/windysilver


"Bring in the lice," you told your apprentice. "Tonight,

we're hunting arrogant bitches."



Hotshot Levitator

Collected in Searthern Dangers

Standard prompt: What does a janitor need all these USB

drives for? by Memnalar.

Challenge: Magical realism, no direct dialogue, roll a d10

to get an archetype at least one of the characters must

fit. The archetypes are, in the order: The Mother/Father

Figure, The Mentor, The Bully, The Martyr, The Friendly

Beast, The Hotshot, The Chosen One, The Sage, The

Lovers, The Magician.

I must say, levitating a whole bridge into its place on a

construction site is deeply impressive, but still that idiot

of a hotshot is taking an unnecessary risk even though he

has been advised against doing stupid, risky things like

this. Levitation is such a risky thing to do, too risky for

something as huge and important as a construction work;

one slip, one obstructing thought and the thing goes

down hard, pulled by gravity.

Alas, I had to note that that lad did have lots of skill.

Maybe even too much skill; while he did earn his pay and

sped things up a lot, it didn't do good to our wallets, just

whoever benefits from this construction – and those who

have to pay less for this since it took far less time than

estimated. Not to mention that his skillfulness made him

a cocky, arrogant risk-taker.

I sighed and shook my head. So far, the hotshot levitator

hasn't screwed up. Hopefully I can turn my back on him

and not hear the bridge crashing down – and obliterating

weeks of work – while I look at what I've found: the

janitor's stash of USB drives. Numerous USB drives.

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1085866
https://deviantart.com/memnalar


Seriously, what does a janitor need all these USB drives

for?

I guess it's best to check them out later and hope for the

best... If only those drives would have just cat pictures or

even porn and not our corporate secrets or anything like

that...

Better have the tech whiz check these out. I turned to

look at the hotshot. From my position, I saw that his eyes

were wide open, a sign of intense visual and mental work.

Yet his face was serene, which was just what we all

needed. As long as he was serene, things would go as

intended and no accidents would happen.

Then I saw the grin appear.

The sign of doom.

The lad suddenly started to rotate the bridge while raising

it back up into the sky. I cursed and grabbed my

communicator, then realized that if I contacted him, I'd

break his focus and cause the bridge to fall.

All I could do was watch in horror when that idiot kept

rotating the bridge like a juggler...

Dammit, you idiot! Next time I see you, you're fired!



Overly Stingy

Collected in Birbs

Challenge: Choose one of the three:

1) Your protagonist has a great character trait, but this is

the worst time for it and it does no favors for them.

2) Your protagonist has a character trait that usually

causes all their problems, but this time it is their saving

grace.

3) Your protagonist must have both 1 and 2 as separate

traits and the story has to be 567 words long.

I chose to pick number 2.

"Hey, Ben, we're heading out for drinks tonight." A

cockatiel shrieked in the background. "Shut up, Marge."

The cockatiel's shouting continued. "Just a sec."

"Take your time, Meredith." Ben rolled his eyes. He

already knew where this was going.

After some shuffling and more cockatiel noises, Meredith

continued, "So yeah, you wanna come with?"

"No thanks. Even a glass of water is too expensive, you

know."

A snort. "Of course. Overly stingy as always..." A sigh.

"Well, it was worth a shot. I'll see you at Svensson's

lecture on Monday then."

Ben chuckled. "Don't be there in a hangover."

"I'll try. Bye!"

"Bye."

Click.

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1122803


Ben sighed and logged on to the online bank service to

take look at the balance on his account. 253.66. Just

enough to cover the next month's rent and get him

something cheap to eat. If he got lucky, he would get his

pay before it ran out and he — the one whose stinginess

was called "good financial management" (which it wasn't)

— would not have to borrow money from his friends.

Honestly, this was one of those days when he would

rather starve than suffer through the jesting he would

face.

Little did he know, that was the last time he spoke with

Meredith or any of his other drinker friends.



Possessed Armor

Currently uncollected

The armor looked rusty and inanimate but it somehow

spoke to Bereth.

"It's possessed," his mentor told. "You shouldn't touch it.

It's eaten more than its fair share of seasoned magicians."

"Why is it here?" Bereth asked.

"Because some dummy thought that it belongs into a

museum even though it should be sealed away until the

world produces an exorcist strong enough to turn it into

mere armor."

"Oh."

"You'd be surprised how many museum-goers have been

eaten by this thing here during the time it's been here."

"Actually, probably not after the rocket crab case."

"Good. That's a vital step to becoming a magician who

might get less than average stupid bystanders killed."

"Are there statistics for that?!"

"There are."

"Great..."

The fact that there were such statistics spoke a lot about

those bystanders.



Past Mistakes

Collected in Past Mistakes

Flashback prompt: A boy's science fair project calls down

a lightning bolt. by OnLinedPaper (Year 2016).

Nasty Ass Challenge: The story must be in the past, at

least two centuries prior to where the characters

originate, you must include something that was

previously dead and there must be two well-defined

choices and only one of them can be answered verbally.

Optionally, tell how the story ends (e.g. do the characters

make it back to their original timeline).

Since this is 1000 words long, this counts as my second

entry for Prose-ject's Little Prose 2019.

Bereth groaned. His head throbbed as he sat up.

Someone had knocked him out. If he only remembered

what he had been doing...

He looked at the heavy object on his index finger. It was

the ring that belonged to his mentor.

At the very sight of that, memories started to come back

to him.

Once the ashes had cooled and everyone else had left,

Bereth dug out the ring none of the heirs had agreed to

surrender. In the stalemate of everyone wanting it, they

had ended up settling on Bereth's idea: If any of you

cannot have it without a fight ensuing, none of you

will have it. Let's burn it with her.

Bereth was glad for that stalemate and the fact that they

had agreed to burn the ring with their mother. While it

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1091414
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was valuable for its gold, the heirs had no idea of just how

valuable it was.

Of course. There had been a battle between the undead

and the magicians, and Bereth's mentor had died. But

why was he wearing the ring? Bereth dug deeper into his

memories.

"Bereth, if I fall in this battle, will you take my ring

and make things right? I want to tell my sons that I

love them one more time."

"I will, Master. I promise you that."

That was it. The ring meant everything to his mentor for

its powers to make things right, although Bereth did not

know how it worked. He was starting to remember

everything: when he had found the ring from the ash, he

had cleaned and hidden it, then slouched back to the inn.

There, he had gathered everything he might need and

taken his leave "to clean his mentor's workspace".

The truth was that the workspace was already clean when

he had gone there. It just was the one place where his

prolonged presence would not be suspicious and where

he would not be disturbed.

The pain started to come back, so Bereth closed his eyes,

allowing his mind to remind him of what had happened.

Once Bereth had locked himself inside the workspace

after seeing a boy's science fair project call down a

lightning bolt, he took a deep breath, taking in the surreal

look of the empty workspace. There was nothing left of

the orderly chaos his mentor had loved – and which he

had learned to love once he had learned its ins and outs.

The mere thought of it made tears burn his throat in a

way no internally sustained Dragonfire ever could.



Banishing the tears, Bereth took the ring and stared at it.

He would make things right. He had made that promise.

Bereth slipped the ring to his index finger and

concentrated on whatever had to be done.

Then he had been knocked out. Only now Bereth dared to

look around himself: he was in a livelier but less chaotic

version of the workspace. The walls were not as

blackened as he remembered but the place was in use.

Confused, he stood up, faltering. The freshest notes were

certainly written in his mentor's handwriting, but they

were dated – Bereth nearly fainted when he realized it –

two centuries earlier. As he read them, he knew for

certain that these were indeed the old notes he had once

read.

Bereth looked at the ring. Was its power to make things

right... time travel?

Out of all the things, Bereth's mentor had warned against

messing with time the most. It was the most fragile thing

there was – capable of wiping whole galaxies into oblivion

if messed with – and she had still worn something capable

of time travel?

Perhaps that was why she had been so insistent on

warning about it. She knew the risks, she must have. Yes,

that made sense to Bereth. She would have never used

those powers if not absolutely necessary.

Bereth looked around himself, trying to fathom the

situation he was in. Panic was starting to set in; he had

traveled far too deep into the past!

Hopefully, his mentor in this era would know how to direct

him to the days before the fatal battle.



Meeker than back in the first days of his apprenticeship,

Bereth walked to the potion lab. And there she was, just

like in the pictures from the days gone by...

His mentor looked straight into his eyes from a potion and

paled.

"Who are you?" she asked.

"I..." Bereth started, then decided against telling his

name. It could mess everything up. "I'm a friend."

"How did you get in? I locked the door!" his mentor

hissed.

"I... I believe I've traveled in time," Bereth told and

showed the ring. His mentor's eyes widened as she

recognized it. "I believe I have ended up two centuries too

far in the past. Can you help me reach the right time?"

"The ring doesn't answer to such commands. It directs

you straight to the time when whatever has to be

changed happens."

"But..." Bereth did not understand it. "What happened at

this time?"

"I don't know. I was hoping that you'd know, but

apparently you don't either."

"You... In the future, you directed me to use the ring to

make things right. You said that you want to tell your sons

that you love them one more time."

"Why?"

"Are you sure you want to know why?"

"I haven't told them... they're leaving..." Bereth's mentor

was talking to herself, ignoring her future apprentice's

presence. "Are you sure about this?"

"I know what I've been told. It's up to you to decide

whether you act upon it or not."

"If the ring sent you here, there has to be a reason."

Bereth's mentor extinguished the fire under the potion

and rushed outside, leaving the man all alone.



Bereth was knocked out again. He woke up in an empty

workspace.

Tears escaped his eyes. His mentor was still dead.

If anything, that trip in time had twisted the knife in the

wound of grief.



The Tree on a Desert

Currently uncollected

Prose-ject 2020 day 18. Prompt: The Vision by

MaximeDaviron.

After he had finished everything he needed to with his

mentor's estate, Bereth set forth away from the

settlement. He knew that since he had taken her ring

without her children's permission or knowledge, he ought

to hide it. In addition to that, the ring's powers, although

limited in use cases, were too great to risk getting into

the wrong hands. He had to guard it as long and well as

he could.

Besides, he wanted to leave anyway. No one could blame

him for it, either; everything in the settlement reminded

him of her. He needed a change of scenery to let the

wounds scab and process his grief to move on.

Plus, he had learned everything he could under her

tutelage. There was nothing but him holding him back —

it had been that way for long. It was about time he spread

his wings and started to make a proper career for himself

on his own. He had to learn to stand on his own now.

Perhaps it had been all according to the fate's plan; he

had been too afraid to leave her, so his mentor had died

so that he would have to learn to be alone.

As he rode across the desert, shielding himself and his

mount from the heat with his magic, he found a strange,

lonely tree right in the middle of it. There was no visible

water around, but it still stood taller than him and seemed

to be alive.
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"What's a tree doing all the way here?" Bereth muttered

to himself and dismounted, approaching the tree with

caution. There was magic in the air, but it was not hostile

at all. Bereth touched the tree's bark, ready to cast a

protection spell if necessary, and felt the power within it.

Whatever spell was sustaining the tree, it was incredibly

strong.

Even though it was a clear day, the land around him

started to get dark. In confusion, he looked up. As his

eyes did not find any clouds, he cast a protection spell on

his eyes and looked at the sun. Then he saw why it was

suddenly dark: an annular solar eclipse was in progress.

He stared at it, surprised that these two experiences

happened to him at the same time. The moon eventually

moved away, and the desert became scorching once

again, but Bereth could not get the sight out of his head.

Was this a vision induced by the tree or a strange

coincidence?

The tree stood there, unfazed by the incident. It revealed

none of its secrets, so Bereth mounted and rode away.

Perhaps the settlement on his path could tell him more

about this mysterious tree.



Cupcake Possession

Currently uncollected

Flashback prompt: Cupcakes + Possession by

SarcasticCupcake5 (Year 2016).

When the witch baked everyone cupcakes as a gesture of

kindness, no one expected those delightfully delicious

pastries to be the tool of possessing the whole town.

When people realized that, it was far too late. Now, the

town she inhabited was a slave town, all working under

her orders, wishes and plans of grandeur.

https://www.deviantart.com/sarcasticcupcake5


A Message to Deliver

Currently uncollected

Prompt used: He Lies in the Snow by sarahfinnigan.

When I reached the two fighting battalions, I saw that it

was already too late. They had fought to death, like they

had sworn to do.

My message about the peace treaty had come too late.

The rocky hills were littered with bodies, the snow stained

red by so much blood that could've turned out unshed if

I'd been fast enough.

I spent a moment to take the view in, looking for any

signs of life. No one moved, did not even breathe. They

were all gone already.

Instead of bringing the message of peace to the soldiers, I

would have to bring the message of death to the two

queens.

I was already heading back down the hills when I heard a

voice – a baby's cry. I stopped to a halt and turned my

head around to locate its source. There, that rubble over

there, the voice is coming from there! As the baby kept

crying, I dashed to it.

Then I saw it and I... I could not believe my eyes.

The baby was still attached to its mother. I looked at the

woman to whom the umbilical cord led – she was still

breathing, albeit just barely. How on earth I had missed

these two?
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I lifted the child from the cold snow, cut the umbilical cord

with my knife and took a corner its mother's cape,

wrapping it around the baby. As it felt my touch, it calmed

down. I went closer to the mother. "M'lady, can you hear

me?"

The mother opened her eyes. "Is... my child... alive?"

"Healthy as far as I can see," I told.

"Is it... a... boy?"

I checked. "A girl."

"Name her... Isabella..." the mother's breathing suddenly

stopped.

"M'lady, please stay with me!" I cried out. However, as I

tried her pulse, I knew that it was too late. Her last breath

had been her newborn's name.

Isabella started to cry again.

"Shh, it's ok, it's ok," I whispered, rocking the girl a bit.

"Everything's going to be okay."

I took the mother's cape off her and wrapped the rest of it

around Isabella. I saw the insignia of Queen Marissa on it.

Hopefully she will be able to find a family for this poor girl,

or perhaps her father if he did not fall in this battle as

well.

As I left back towards the castle with a message of not

just death but also birth to deliver, doing my best to keep

Isabella calm, I could not help but wonder,

Who in their right mind goes to a battle while pregnant?



Immediate Danger

Currently uncollected

Prose-ject 2020 day 26. Prompt: "I'll be back." -The

Terminator

Isabella listened to the ghoul's breathing. Its back was

turned towards her and Mychal, but it would only be a

matter of time until it would spot them. It only needed to

turn back, walk a few steps forward and turn right.

Mychal prayed silently to the powers that be that the

ghoul would leave the room. Isabella clenched her

training sword and wished that the ghoul would indeed

leave and give her an opening to strike. Her sword would

not do much if she did not hit the gaps in its armor, but

the element of surprise might just give her enough time

to slice its head off.

By sheer luck, divine intervention or a trap being placed

in front of them, the ghoul left the room. Isabella peeked

from behind the desk to ensure that the door was closed.

She let out the breath she had held, relieved; she could

not leave the room yet, but at least now they were not in

the most immediate danger.

That did not change the fact that they were still in

immediate danger as the ghoul was behind the door,

though. Isabella had to come up with a plan fast before

the ghoul would open the door again. She would not be

able to fare against it for long without backup.

Mychal was shaking, her hands clasped tightly together.

Even if she was an adult or even a teenager like her

instead of a little girl, she could not help in that state.
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As the footsteps started to go away, Isabella knew it was

her only chance. She whispered to Mychal, "I'll be back."

Then she left their hiding place and walked out the door.

The ghoul turned to look at her when it heard the door

close behind her.



Child of Dragons

Currently uncollected

The prompt used: The Power Within

She was always told that she had the power of the suns

within herself. She did not understand what they were

saying; how could an earthly vessel such as her body hold

such power especially when the power was brimming all

around her with strength unlike any other.

It turned out that she was not carrier of the power of the

suns. Instead, her power was the fire burning inside her, a

dragon's might unlike any other.

At some point, people realized that instead of a pureblood

human, she was a child of dragons. That was when the

persecution started, her whole family suffering for what

she was.

That was also when she found out that she was adopted.

And, for that reason, she was left for dead in the

mountain range.

When the hunters came, knowing she had survived, she

ran as fast as she could, as far as she could.

Eventually, she reached the border of kingdoms even

though she did not know it. She only knew two things: the

hunters had given up their pursuit and going back was

out of the question for her.

She had been cast out of her home, she had no idea

where she was and she had no place to go to. Therefore,



she learned to survive on her own, hunting animals and

search for edible plants.

As she lived and survived around the border of the foreign

kingdom, hiding from everyone she saw in fear of being

attacked, she slowly made her way towards the Dragon

Peaks, unknowing of what would await her there.



Hot Embers

Currently uncollected

The embers were still hot even though everything around

it was days old. Magic.

There was a fire mage or a dragon on the loose, although

it was already days away. If it was a dragon, it could

already be hundreds of kilometers away if it had flown.

The hunter growled. He would catch this being, no matter

who or what it was.



Veriwia's True Powers

Currently uncollected

The prompt used: True Power

As Veriwia made her way towards the Dragon Peaks, she

felt an intensifying call. It was beckoning her, welcoming

her. Once she understood that the call directed her

towards the mountains, she got her wandering a direction

other than away.

She walked deeper into the unfamiliar kingdom she did

not know she was trespassing.

Whenever a hunter, knight or farmer came to the line of

her sight or hearing, she hid in the foreign land, having

gotten to know it well enough to hide. No one ever

spotted her, only signs of a wanderer having been there.

Soon, rumors of a wandering ghost started spreading

wherever she went, and she started hiding her traces.

Thus, the rumors evolved into a fallen angel walking and

flying amongst them unseen and unheard.

This frightened Veriwia – she feared going anywhere near

any place with people more and more after each rumor

she overheard. She hurried ahead, towards her

destination, like she was being hunted again, although

she was not. The people never had anything more than a

ghost to chase when they found her traces.

Then she was met by a burning town and its people

screaming. The call called upon her to unlock her true

powers in aid of those people. Veriwia did not know what

to do, but she did what she thought to be for the best: she



unleashed her fire powers at their strongest, putting out

fire wherever she heard someone scream for help.

When the fire was put out, Veriwia looked at her hands.

They were scaly like a dragon's arms. Knowing that

people would see them, she ran away before the grateful

citizens of the Dragontower village would get to award

her for her bravery and skill.

Thus, the rumors turned into a wandering ghost of a fire

sorceress who appears only to those in dire need of her

magic's aid.

After saving the village, Veriwia did not stop running. Only

when she would meet the caller at the mountain, she

would unlock her true power. That she knew now.

And until then, she would not stop.



Almost Home

Currently uncollected

Veriwia stared at the Dragon Peaks. The journey towards

them that had felt like it was never going to end was

almost at its end. The mountains that had once looked as

tall as her index finger were now looming over her. She

could even hear the dragons' cries with her ears and not

just her soul.

With a new burn spreading from her heart to the rest of

her body, Veriwia started to run again. She was almost

there.

She was almost home.



Gratefully Prosperous

Currently uncollected

Prose-ject 2020 day 14. Prompt: the warm thrill of

prosperity.

Friat looked at the city around the castle from one of the

castle balconies. The city was peaceful, yet each time she

looked at it, she reminded herself that she had been

fortunate to become an apprentice to one of the court

sorcerers, Ezidretim. She still remembered the first

months at the castle, learning to know its layout, staff and

even the royal family; the warm thrill of prosperity was

impossible to forget.

As she had grown up — and as part of her training — she

had learned to be grateful for her good fortune. Ezidretim

had instilled his daily gratitude ritual in her during the

years, like his mentor had done to him when he had been

an apprentice. Friat was planning to continue the tradition

when she would take on an apprentice herself, whoever it

would end up being. A part of her wished that the

apprentice would be someone from the less affluent areas

of the city like her so that they, too, could better help the

poor with their sorceries.

That time was still far away, though. Friat was still young

and the crown prince, hardly an adult to begin with yet,

had yet to take the throne after his father. Heck, the

prince did not even have anyone to marry yet! Not that

she could blame him; the guards shadowed him

everywhere outside of the castle grounds, so it was close

to an impossibility to become friends, let alone lovers,

with someone outside of the castle and the people in the

castle were like family to him, too close to be married.
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Friat smiled to herself. If the prince found someone for

himself, she would have to go and look for an apprentice

whose heart burned with fire just like hers, lest she wish

to be second to him.

Before that, however, she still had learning trips to the

Dragon Peaks to make with Ezidretim and a final sorcery

exam to pass once Ezidretim would deem her ready.

She could hardly wait to see the mother dragons again.



Almost Overwhelming

Currently uncollected

The power of the fire was almost overwhelming when

Veriwia first started to learn to use it. She had lived most

of her life in a settlement with little contact with magic or

on the run without little to no contact with a single being,

let alone someone who can use magic.

Nevertheless, the others assured her that it would be all

right, that she would get used to it in time.

Veriwia decided to believe them.

Surely everything would be all right now.



Should Have Known Better

Currently uncollected

You should have known better than to throw pine-cones at

that dragon.

You could almost hear the spirit of your late big sister as if

it was real. Except that spirits did not exist, right?

Oh well. You were about to find out.

That dragon was already coming at you.



Annual Flyby

Currently uncollected

Prompt: Dawn

Each dawn, the people watched the skies, wondering if

they would see a glimpse of the dragons making their

annual flyby. No one knew the pattern for the timing

except that it happened once a year at dawn.

Most of the time, they merely saw dragonflies beginning

their daily hunt for food or mates.

The crown prince did his best to follow the dragons'

flybys, hoping to find the pattern and perhaps befriend

them when he would know when to be there for their

flyby over the castle. The young fire sorceress Friat

followed his research with interest. After all, dragons were

the mothers of fire and fire was her element, the type of

magic which had chosen her at birth. She wanted to learn

more of it from its mothers someday, so she did her best

to aid any benevolent research on dragons, especially

that of her best friend, the crown prince.

Each dawn, the crown prince stood at his balcony, waiting

for the familiar huge figures with wings longer than his

balcony to appear. Friat did her best to join him as often

as she could.

While Friat slowly grew impatient of waiting at each dawn

as the years passed by, the crown prince never did.

Confined in his castle, always guarded heavily whenever

he left its grounds, this was one of the only times he could

spend in the fresh air without heavy, suffocating

guarding.



And each year, as he saw the dragons fly by at dawn, he

greeted them with joy.

And each year, as they saw the crown prince smile widely

at them at dawn, the dragons greeted him during their

flyby with a mighty collective roar.



Farewell

Currently uncollected

Prompt: Farewell

Friat watched as her former mentor, Ezidretim, gasped in

pain. She could do nothing. Even the best healers in the

whole world could do nothing to save him even if they

were right there beside her.

The injuries were too severe.

"Ezi, is there anything I can do to ease your pain?" Friat's

voice was hardly louder than a whisper.

"No, Kindling. Just say with me... until the end," Ezidretim

croaked. "I'm... sorry you had to see me go like this... but

I'm glad to I got to train you. Just know... that no matter

what... I'm proud of you, Friat Brann."

"Ezi..." Friat fought the tears. "Thank you for everything."

"Thank you, too, Kindling." Despite of the intense pain,

Ezidretim managed to put a smile untainted by pain on

his face. "Take care, always remember what I taught you

and follow your heart."

"I will, Ezi, I promise."

Ezidretim could already feel himself fade away. "Burn

brightly with the dragons, Kindling. Farewell."

"Farewell, Ezi, the bright dragon fire that lit me up," Friat

breathed, smiling through the heartache.

Ezidretim's eyelids fell over his eyes and stayed there.

They would stay that way forever.

Once the injured fire sorcerer's heart stopped beating,

tears blurred Friat's eyes.



Then, for the first time in her life, the fire sorceress wept

openly in front of a crowd, her tears soaking her former

mentor's clothes for the last time in her life.



Duel for Marriage

Currently uncollected

The prompt: the visual prompt, Episode 42 - D r o w n i n

by AngelGanev.

It was no coincidence that the duel which would decide

which of the two sorceresses would get to marry the

crown prince was held at a cliff. Both Friat and Ociraviel

knew it was a fight to death and getting knocked out,

then thrown off a cliff into the ocean, would mean certain

death.

Although, Friat could not help wondering why the prince,

in all his pacifism, had not come to stop this. Did he not

know of this duel? Or had he been unallowed to intervene,

perhaps locked somewhere inside the castle to make sure

that he would not come here to stop this?

Whatever the reason, the crown prince was not there to

stop the duel, so Friat prepared her mind, recalled every

single combat lesson her mentor had taught her and dug

her heels into the soil. There would be no backing down

from this. No matter how much Ociraviel claimed she

loved the prince, Friat would not let her have him, her

best friend.

For even though the blonde witch did not know it, Friat

had heard her say bad things, vile things, about the

prince's little sister, whom he treasured more than

anyone in the whole kingdom. Thus Friat knew that this

woman would only bring pain and sadness to her best

friend.
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And even more than that, Friat knew that she had to keep

this woman from hurting the prince or she could not just

stop calling him her best friend but also abandon him

altogether for her failure to watch his back. Hells, she

could even stop calling herself a just sorceress if she let

that happen, turn her back on magic and become a

peasant like her brother had done after dropping out of

the sorcerer school.

There was so much to lose that Friat would accept nothing

but a victory.

When the duel began, however, Ociraviel caught her off-

guard immediately with a telekinetic push she had not

known she could do. Friat flew off the edge and into the

water, sinking down in pain. She had heard some of her

ribs crack at the impact on the cliff, and after falling to

the ocean her left shoulder hurt like it was on fire.

That was fast.

Ociraviel was already leaving, certain of her victory, when

the pendant of protection on Friat's neck activated and

cast the sorceress out of the water and back to the cliff,

light as feather.

When she cast her ultimate spell on the unsuspecting

Ociraviel in retaliation, Friat made a mental note of

visiting her mentor's grave to give her thanks for the

pendant.

The duel was over before Ociraviel even knew she had

lost.

It was time for Friat to limp back to the castle, deliver the

good news and find a healer to fix her broken bones.



Then she would have to figure out what she would do

about the whole marrying thing.



Dragon Warrior

Currently uncollected

The prompt: the visual prompt, Light of Lyvaanth - Dead

of Winter by Forest-Walker.

She was a warrior, one of a kind. Strong, brave and fierce

unlike any other. Her fierceness eventually earned her the

title Dragon Warrior, for the only ones who rivalled her in

that were the archdragons themselves.

Little did I know that when I got together with her, I would

find out that there was more than met the eye in that

very title she carried so proudly with her head held as

high as the Dragon Peaks themselves.

In hindsight, her innate proficiency at fire magic should

have given it away. I guess everyone just turned a blind

eye on it, saying it was just a random proficiency. After all,

she was among the most honorable of our warriors and

she, oh, she defended her pride like she defended the

royal family. There was no person who challenged her and

prevailed.

This warrior, Veriwia was her name, rose in ranks and

became the captain of the royal guard. Through that, we

became close, fell in love even, and as sorceress Friat, my

best friend since childhood, turned down the marriage

proposal after defeating sorceress Ociraviel in a duel for

my marriage, we got together. We were, after all, in love,

while Friat and I were best friends, nothing more, nothing

less.

Then came the day when a group of assassins tried to

take my life and I saw just why Veriwia loved her title so

https://www.deviantart.com/forest-walker/art/Light-of-Lyvaanth-Dead-of-Winter-717714412
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much.

In the forest where the assassination attempt took place

was a fire that day and the townspeople witnessed a pale

dragon carry me to safety, then disappear into the castle.

That was how I found out I was dating a dragon.



Smoldering Remains

Collected in Birbs

Veriwia looked at the smoldering remains. Even for the

Dragon Warrior, it was hard to tell who or what exactly

this person had been before they had been toasted. The

only thing she could tell for certain was that this someone

had angered a dragon — hopefully at the very least

simply angered; if it was a rogue dragon what was just

out there murdering people, the kingdom had a bigger

problem than a sudden death by dragonfire.

Perhaps the mockingbird that was nearby could tell her

more.

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1122803


Rotting Ice Underneath

Currently uncollected

The prompts: The visual prompt, Crystal Waltz by

sakonma, the written prompt, ''it's breaking,'' i whispered,

i cried by MatieuCanadaWilliams and the word prompt,

Float.

While people danced in the ball, the world as they knew it

was ending.

The ice straight under their land was done rotting and the

glacier keeping their world floating on the ocean surface

was finally coming apart. The ice dragons sensed it and

rose to the air, trying to alert their people with their

sudden vigilance, but the guards started to look for

thieves and intruders instead of evacuating. The dragons

flew around, trying to herd their people, but all they heard

was laughter.

The people thought that the dragons merely wanted to

dance with them.

The leader wanted to shriek in frustration, but she knew

that no one in the hall could understand her language and

thus her distress. This was the direst possible emergency,

not a game, and now was not the time to get removed

from the hall for trying to do her job. She organized a new

evacuation plan with her subordinates, hoping that once

their people would realize there was a true emergency

right under their feet, they would be able to save

everyone – or at least as many as they possibly could.

The ice dragons had felt the ice rotting for some time and

thus they were prepared for the end of their people's
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world. They had arranged a new place for them to live on

a nearby island, one made of rock instead of ice, made a

pact with the local earth dragons to ensure their people's

safety and made sure that they had boats and everything

ready when the time would come.

Now, the leader knew it was the time. She sent a scout

out to alert everyone else so that once the action would

start, everything would go as close as possible to what

was planned.

That was their people's only hope even though the

humans did not even know it.



Lost Home

Collected in Hunting Inklings

The ice dragons watched their old home fall apart.

Buildings and countless of items started to float once they

met the ocean.

They had made it just in time, but they still observed the

area to make sure they had not missed anyone. It was

their duty to protect their humans.

It had always been.

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1092060


Saved Plushie

Collected in Hunting Inklings

One of the bigger ice dragons came to us, carrying

something in its paws. Once it landed, it presented the

item: a familiar dog plushie.

"Pawsie!" my daughter exclaimed in joy and rushed to

take the plushie.

I smiled at the ice dragon, grateful for its effort to save

items important to us. "Thank you."

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1092060


Rotted Ice Home

Currently uncollected

Prompt: Loss

The world as my people knew it is in shambles, turned

into mere pieces of rotting ice. I followed the destruction

from afar with my telescope from the safety of the island

based on rock rather than ice. I wish they would've seen

reason when I told them of this development in the ice

base of our island.

One of the earth dragons I had befriended during my time

here came to my side, so I put my telescope down and

scratched his chin. "Don't worry, buddy. I'm sure everyone

will get used to this place."

Many probably would not. They would yearn for their icy

home. It was too bad; our island wasn't the only one that

had already gone through this or was going to go through

this. The ice was melting and there was nothing we could

do.



What the Lack of Discipline Can Do

Collected in Birbs

"What's inside this snow globe?" the child asked.

"Don't touch it; it's not a snow globe," you told.

"Then what is it?" the child asked.

"It's a delicate scientific project that must not be

tampered with." You looked away for a moment to find the

paperwork you needed but from the corner of your eye

you could see the child reach for the ball again. You

turned back and snapped, "Keep your fucking hands off

that thing!"

The child startled, pulled his hand away and started to

bawl.

"And stop crying. I told you not to touch it. If you want to

live here, you do as you are told." You glared at the child.

"None of the items outside of your room are toys. I have

worked on that thing ever since before your parents made

you. One of my colleagues works with highly explosive

substances and has items that blow up the moment they

come into contact with either air or bare skin."

"You're meeeaaaan!" the child bawled.

"No. You, however, have already proved to be disobedient

and a danger to us all. Now be quiet and look at me."

Once the child finally did do as you told him, you

continued, "Your parents may have let you do whatever,

but this manor is full of dangerous and invaluable items

that are not meant to be handled by anyone except the

person responsible for them. Here, you will do as you're

told and only as you're told until I say otherwise. If I find

you even reaching for an item that belongs to me or my

colleagues, you can be sure that you will be sent to the

orphanage if the item doesn't kill you before that. Do you

understand?"

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1122803


"Noooo!" the child started bawling again. "You're

meeeaaaan!"

The child had been in the manor for less than a day and

you already regretted giving in to the extended family's

demands to take your grandchild in. You had previously

expressed concern over the way your only daughter had

been raising her child — reasonable rules and enforcing

them were the basis of the society, after all — and denied

visits to protect the research at the manor, but months of

endless guilt-tripping from family members who would

have never taken such a poorly raised child into their

normal homes had worn you — and your colleagues —

down. Had the guilt-tripping — more like harassment at

that point — not extended to people coming to the manor

unannounced just to rant and whine at anyone they could

find — or better yet, had the damn police actually done

something for once and gotten the restraining orders both

done and enforced — you would not have agreed. But no,

the restraining order applications were still pending

somewhere in some useless bureaucrat's office and here

you were, dealing with a child who had never been

disciplined in his life in a manor full of scientific research a

simple tantrum would destroy in a blink of an eye.

The child's proximity was a risk for the miniature

sanctuary for Lear's macaws — among other endangered

species you had managed to conserve after finishing the

prototype of the protective miniature world — so you

stood up, walked briskly to the ball and picked it up,

careful not to disturb the contents. For those living inside

the ball, everything within it was the whole universe, and

disturbing the balance of it could destroy everything he

had worked for. You would not have moved the ball

instead of the child, had you not calculated that moving

the ball posed a smaller risk of conflict and danger to your

life's work.



"Gimme the snow globe!"

You ignored the petulant demand, but then you felt a

push in your lower back, a leg at your left ankle and

suddenly your elbows met the floor with sickening

crunches, followed by your torso. The ball, a whole

universe full of life you had worked so hard to save from

extinction, flew off your delicate grip.

Your life, all the years of work, flashed before your eyes as

you watched the ball fly up — already most likely killing

everything inside it — and then descend, as if in slow

motion, until it hit the floor well out of your reach and

shattered.

Your life's work — the only prototype there was and would

have been for years to come — was gone, and so was

everything within it.

Your grandchild, no, your whole family, had just destroyed

what could have saved many endangered species from

extinction.

You don't know if it was the searing pain in your elbows

registering or the realization that your work had been

reduced to tiny shards of glass, but you screamed.



A Dark Heart

Collected in Birbs

Challenge: This challenge utilizes some of the answers

given to the FFM 2021 Sign-up Sheet. The story's primary

genre is the genre you gave as your least favorite one to

question 1, include the three favorite story elements you

gave as your favorite ones to question 3 and the main

character must be drawn from the specific literary

character or archetype you gave as the answer to

question 9 (if you gave an existing character, avoid

making a carbon copy/fan fiction of it).

Some people, myself included, listed erotica as the least

favorite genre, but on FFM's Discord server we were told

that we did not have to write erotica and could pick our

second least favorite genre. With this, my elements

turned out to be: mystery, representation for asexuals,

badassery and wholesomeness and a villain who is or

becomes more wholesome than you'd expect. The

aforementioned FFM Discord chat also brought me

another challenge to the story from KiriHearts: include a

love interest (according to them, it would get me "bonus

cool points"). I ended up taking on that challenge

(because of course I couldn't say no, and also partly

because Entrapdak from Netflix's She-Ra reboot is one of

my favorite canon ships ever and it was in my mind a

lot… because of certain challenge elements that I

probably wrote quite soon after watching said reboot).

Anyhow, I ended up writing almost 600 words over the

1000-word limit, so I decided to make a heavily cut FFM

version and the full version. This is the full version.

A pin that said Out of fucks gleamed in the sunlight. Next

to it, a pin that had a rocket and the text Acetronaut on a

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1122803
https://www.deviantart.com/flash-fic-month/journal/FFM-2021-Sign-Up-Page-881297624
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distinct black-gray-white-purple background reflected the

same sunlight at the adjacent wall.

"Do you think the detective got lost?" she asked, her eyes

glimmering brighter than the pins despite of the shadows

on her face.

He smirked. "He probably found one of Scarlet's pitfalls."

~~

Missing person posters with a woman's face. He

recognized the face from the numerous times he had

visited the Glittering Kalimba. Izora. Miakil looked at the

poster on the café's door, then walked in like he had read

an uninteresting festival poster, his confident walk

completely unchanged.

Once he had gotten a tea — the sweet Blue Jay blend —

and a healthy sandwich, he cast a hearing spell to hear if

someone had found out something about Izora's

disappearance. Scarlet had told him before leaving that a

detective had asked questions but the investigation had

not gotten any progress.

~~

"Who's that guy?" he overheard a new voice ask.

"Shush. Don't approach him," another voice — the

manager, Lizzy — hissed.

"Why? He looks cool." The new voice did lower its volume,

but not enough for his ears not to pick it up.

"He's a dangerous dark artist. Get back in the kitchen and

do not mess his sandwich up."

When Lizzy delivered his order, tenser than usual, Miakil

winked at her as he thanked her. The manager's smile

tensed but she opted not to acknowledge the clear

message that the conversation had been overheard.



A moment later, he could see a blue-haired young woman

getting chewed out for something. Their eyes met. He

gave her a smile and a wink.

~~

"Hey, you!" a gruff voice interrupted his target practice at

the edge of the forest. "You got something going on with

my girlfriend?"

He turned, his leather jacket swooshing. "I'm afraid I don't

know what you are talking about. Could you please

elaborate?"

"You winked at my girlfriend." The man who had

approached him grumbled.

"I wink at many people," Miakil remarked, his voice mild.

He had a feeling this was the partner of the new woman

at Glimmering Kalimba. "Besides, I have no interest in

anyone. Your jealousy is unwarranted."

"You better stay away from my girl, freak, or else." The

man showed a gun hidden under his jacket.

Miakil considered his options. He could easily erase this

fool from the face of the earth and save his girlfriend the

bother of having to deal with a man so jealous he would

come and threaten a known dark artist over a customary

wink. He could also just end the conversation and leave to

see how Jaden's breeding project was going.

He decided to see what kind of a man he was dealing

with. "And what is this 'else'?"

"I'll fire some bullets." The man patted his gun.

That much was clear. "At me or her?"

The man grinned now, revealing rotting teeth. "Why not

all three of us?"

That did it. Miakil snapped his fingers and watched as

vines devoured the man.



The next day, there were Missing person posters with the

man's — Arthur Wellington — face scattered all around

the town.

A week later, he indicated the location of the bones and

the gun to a police officer near Glimmering Kalimba,

knowing that the authorities could not catch him.

~~

One morning, his breakfast was served with a question,

"Did you kill Arthur?"

He looked at the blue-haired woman — Izora — in the eye

and smiled. "It depends on why you ask."

Izora blushed. "The grapevine said that you did."

"I could have very well stumbled upon the remains while

training."

"You're deflecting."

Miakil narrowed his eyes. "Watch your tone, miss."

Izora's eyes widened. "Right. Sorry. Please enjoy your

breakfast."

Miakil downed his plain black tea and took his sandwich

with himself when he left. He could hear Lizzy shout at

someone as he walked out the door.

The next day, he acted like nothing had happened. Izora

did not work that shift. Lizzy handled his order, tenser

than he had seen her be ever since she had gotten used

to a (polite) dark artist who could kill most people with

ease visiting her café.

~~

"Excuse me?" a familiar female voice interrupted his

meditation.



"State your business," he told without even opening his

eyes.

"I just wanted to say thank you."

"For what?"

"For whatever you did about Arthur."

"Was his death deserved?"

"You could say that..." A pause. "Whoever killed him

saved me from having to risk my life getting away from

his jealousy. He had enough guns to shoot up a couple of

malls."

Miakil opened his eyes. Izora stood in front of him. "Please

sit with me."

Izora startled. "I-I'm sorry?"

Miakil gestured at the grass next to him. "Please sit with

me."

Gulping, Izora did as he requested, making sure that she

did not even brush the long leather jacket she had

marveled for weeks.

"He came to threaten me one day and implied that he

would also bring you harm."

"Of course he did... He started many fights during his life

over nothing. I lost my earlier job because of him and had

to move."

"Then it seems that the world is better off without him."

"You could say that again." A pause. "If you don't mind me

asking..."

"Go ahead."

"What is a dark artist like you doing out here?"

Miakil made sure that his voice was neutral when he

replied, "I'm afraid that is none of your business."

"Okay..."

~~

A few days after Izora's disappearance, an obnoxious

detective came up to him when he was having his

breakfast. He could see Lizzy's eyes widen in fear — she,



if anyone, knew that he could decimate the whole café

and everyone in it.

However, no matter how irritating deflecting questions

was, that would not do. Lizzy's job was a thankless one

and he would not make things worse for her, especially

not with such an overuse of his powers. That would simply

be senseless.

~~

Izora had no idea what to expect when Miakil told her to

come along. The dark artist's headquarters were

labyrinthine and filled with strange items.

The dark artist stopped at one door. "Here are the

stables."

"The stables?" Izora repeated.

He opened the door and gestured her to follow.

Izora would never forget what she saw next. Miakil walked

up to one of the creatures and patted its sharp beak, his

eyes tender.

"Why do you have a griffin?" Izora asked.

"Griffins." Miakil gestured at the pasture around them.

"And pegasi."

For a moment, Izora marveled the winged creatures.

Then, she found her tongue again. "But why?"

"They're Jaden's project." Miakil looked at the scenery.

"And I very much like what he has done."

As she took in the look on the dark artist's face and eyes,

Izora's heart pounded faster.

Would the man give her the same look someday too?

~~



A griffin brought the detective to Jaden. Izora gasped as

she saw the injuries the man had gotten along the way.

Miakil knelt next to him, viewing how badly the fall and

fighting against the griffin had actually done, then flicked

his wrist. Vines started to wrap around him. Miakil ignored

Izora's protests and watched as his magic healed the

detective.

Once the vines were done, he turned to Jaden. "Take him

back to the town. He can try again with more caution."

~~

"Listen, I've been here for a month now. I think I have the

right to know."

"Know what?"

"Why are you here? You could relocate anywhere,

disappear from the police forces."

"I like Glittering Kalimba's selection."

Izora huffed. "There are better cafés out there. Surely

that's not the only reason. What even are you doing with

your life? I know Jaden breeds creatures for you and

Scarlet follows you blindly, but what do you do aside from

training?"

Miakil kept his nonchalant smile on his face. "You would

laugh if I told you."

Izora frowned, frustrated with the charming man she had

spent a month with. "Is that so?" Knowing Miakil was

above injuring her for hurting his ego, she dared, "Try

me."

Miakil looked out of the window. After a moment of

silence, Izora muttered "Fine, keep your secrets" and

turned to leave the dark artist's chamber.

Halfway to the door, Miakil spoke up, "Those creatures

went extinct in wild when I was a child. We've spent

decades to learn enough to restore and protect them."



Izora looked at the dark artist and the black-gray-white-

purple flag on the wall. There was a gentle smile on his

face. "I want to see them soar by my family's farm again

someday just like back in the good old days."

That was the moment Izora saw that his heart did not

have space for her.

~~

Before, when she tried to leave the headquarters just to

see some other scenery, Scarlet stopped her from leaving

in the name of security.

When she tried to leave the headquarters to find her life

again, Scarlet opted not to stop her when she swore she

would not tell anyone what she had seen.

A week later, a hiker found her body two hundred

kilometers away.

The next day, as the headlines were coming in, Miakil ate

his breakfast at Glittering Kalimba like nothing had ever

happened.

The detective who had spent weeks trying to locate his

headquarters — and failed every time — was none the

wiser of what had truly transpired.



Dishes

Collected in Birbs

Challenge: Take a daily task or a niche job and give it a

twist, the story must either be in first person point of view

or include one strange item and it must be longer than

500 words.

This story was made for FFM's week 4's sidequest, which

meant that I gave this story far more planning than I'd

usually have.

"Hello and welcome back to W3, AKA Weird Wordly

Wonders! I'm Ruby and today I'll tell you about some

weird jewelry that sounds fake but is actually real!"

Lily touched their amulet, just to make sure that it was

still fastened on their shirt. Of course it was, they told

themselves, otherwise they would be on the floor. Still, it

was like an instinct, akin to making sure that your phone

was still in your pocket. They shook their head, readjusted

their headphones' strap — it would not do to drop them in

the dish water — and resumed scrubbing a particularly

dirty plate.

"While rings like these are usually family heirloom, other

strange jewelry is more often untied to any family or

place."

Lily snorted. Neither was correct about theirs. The

neighbors upstairs were fighting again, so they stomped a

few timed. The fighting subsided, if only for a while. They

would be at it again soon.

"For example, the Forlorn Pendant, much like the Ring of

Solitary Sandpiper, works only in solitude, as it draws its

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1122803


energy from the feeling of loneliness, although in contrast

to the aforementioned ring, the Forlorn Pendant is more

often used to refurbish abandoned houses — at least

when in the hands of people who are into that sort of

thing. During its existence, it has also been used for mind

control to make friends — an action which has, as you

could guess, backfire once the user no longer felt lonely."

So far, the podcast episode had been disappointing.

Nevertheless, Lily's phone lay on a countertop beyond

their reach — had they had a spider-themed pendant,

they might have been able to reach it with some

Spiderman-esque action — so they kept listening. Once

they would be done with this batch of dishes, they could

go back down for a break and change the podcast if they

still felt like it. Perhaps in the meantime Ruby would

actually tell about either their amulet or something

spider-themed and where one could acquire one.

"Amulets are among the most common of jewelry of

strange powers, partly because they are easy to carry

around and, when worn properly, don't get in the way the

same way rings or bracelets do. As such, they are also

easier to hide and can, depending on the amulet's

powers, still be used when hidden."

That was actually correct about Lily's amulet. After their

class had read Lord of the Flies, they had had to hide the

pendant (and not use their powers at school) because

children were idiots.

The spider theme would've been more useful there, as

well, Lily mused as they glared at a permanently tea-

stained mug. Their own only allowed them to see if bullies

were nearby, but in a small, enclosed space it did not help

much. There were only so many places to hide in at

school, and most of them were toilets, half of them out of

their reach.



"The Amulet of Fly, however, is an oddball among them,

as it grants the wielder the ability to summon and

command flies and have their abilities, such as walking on

all solid surfaces. This amulet has been passed down in a

family for generations. Our writer, Emmy, actually

managed to contact the current wielder, but unfortunately

the only reply was a wish to be left alone."

Lily smirked. Serves you right.

The batch of dishes was done before the podcast episode,

so Lily, after stomping a few times to make sure their

neighbors knew that they could still hear them, walked to

the wall and down it to the floor to shut the playback off.

They would finish the episode when they would feel like

tackling the next set of dishes — an unsteady pile of

kettles — and hope that the next one would be more

interesting.



The Magical Girl

Collected in Searthern Dangers

Standard prompt: magic doodles by TheSkaBoss.

David Bowie Day's Nasty Ass Challenge: Include five

distinct images from David Bowie's lyrics, include the

names of at least two of the bands David Bowie was

featured in during his life, your character must be iconic

in some way and the story must end in a different genre

than it began. Optionally, the wordcount must be the

length of any song from Bowie's last album, Blackstar (i.e.

of a song's length is 3:24, the story's wordcount must be

324).

The images I picked were, in the order of appearance: the

soldier with a broken arm (Five Years), people stared at

the makeup on his face and the boy in bright blue jeans

(both from Lady Stardust), thunder clouds will vanish

(When I live my dream) and monkeys made of

gingerbread (Come and buy me toys).

Sasha stared into the horizon colored by twilight from her

balcony, swallowed in her thoughts. No matter how hard

she had tried for so long, she could not even pretend to

be what she wanted to be even for a while: one of the

magicless.

In times countless generations ago, humanity had divided

into two tribes: the magicless and the magicals. Upon

gaining control of their magic abilities the magicals had

started to create beings of fairy tales, and as population

had grown, the magic had gotten out of the control of few.

Now, magic was everywhere. Each tin machine on the

streets gave out one-use spells for the magicless and the

magicals who could not use their magic like the soldier

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1085866
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with a broken arm whom Sasha saw take a spell of his

choice from the tin machine across the street. From her

vantage point, she also saw that people stared at the

makeup on his face, as if it was something unusual. To

Sasha, it was not. Her brother put on such similar

makeup, if not even heavier makeup than the soldier.

Perhaps it was just a matter of one's point of view. To her,

the boy in bright blue jeans and heavy makeup was a

brother whom she would never trade for anyone else, but

to someone else he was merely a weird stranger in

makeup.

When she looked south, Sasha saw that there was some

ruckus coming towards her neighborhood. Judging from

the fireworks, it could be no one else than The Riot Squad,

a group of magicless bitter about how well-off the magical

were while the magicless, naturally in today's world, were

poorer and more often unemployed due to their

magiclessness.

It was probably for the best to move inside before The

Riot Squad would arrive; staying in their line of sight

would only provoke them to throw something at her and

her home.

For long, Sasha had wanted to step into the shoes of the

magicless, not only to avoid the pressure coming at her

from everyone because she was the daughter of a

magical politician, but also to see just how bad life was for

them. She was to follow her father into politics when she

would be older, so she knew that she had the chance to

make things better for the magicless. She just had to find

out what was wrong.

Perhaps then The Riot Squad would stop harassing people

who had nothing to do with their issues. Perhaps then the

city's social thunder clouds will vanish.



At least that was what Sasha hoped. She was not happy

with how the world was now, as divided as it had become

generation after generation as the magic had become

mainstream. While the magicless had it worse than the

magicals, the hybrids had it the worst. They were

disdained especially if they turned out to be magicless.

She had seen that happen to her brother...

The Riot Squad marched past her home, shouting jeers

and tossing one-use spells at all houses to smear them

with graffiti and other, nastier things. When Sasha crept

to look from behind the curtain, it seemed that each riot

was getting increasingly creative; at the door of a magical

with fire expertise, they left monkeys made of

gingerbread, the burnt variant.

Whoever had gotten that idea should try to direct their

creativity to something productive, art perhaps, and thus

improve their life and possibly even get the message

across better than through vandalism, Sasha thought.

Although, looking at the day's graffiti, magic doodles, one

had to admit that even vandalism could be art, as strange

as it was to a girl raised in a pristine world thoroughly

cleaned by magic.



A Punishment Deserved

Currently uncollected

Prose-ject 2020 day 9. Prompt: a punishment deserved.

The vandals were scrubbing the graffiti they had

magicked on the walls — with only soap and water, of

course, no magic. They had made the graffiti be hard to

remove with the means of the common folk and now they

could reap what they had sown. That ought to instill some

empathy into this gang of troublemakers. If not... at least

they had to waste their time doing this, so perhaps they

would do something that was easier to clean or fix to

avoid doing this again.

It was always good to hope that a punishment deserved

would actually teach troublemakers both young and old

not to do that again.

Sure, with the number of old troublemakers around, some

of that hope was in vain, but perhaps these kids would

learn better. Perhaps they would be better than their

elders.

The very best thing would be if these graffiti gangsters

turned their artistic energy into a more productive

medium. I mean, I don't like the graffiti any more than the

people who complained about it, but you can't deny that

these kids have talent both in visual art and magic. They

could use it and their time so much better than this.

I guess I just can't understand the allure of doing stuff like

this. I wish I could, though; it could help me get through

to these troublemakers' skulls and find a common area
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where we work together instead of fighting against each

other like we're currently doing.

I should probably try talking with these kids about it first.

Maybe they could shed some light on it.

Here's to hoping that they'd actually be willing to talk with

me.



Candy Summoning

Collected in Searthern Dangers

Standard prompt: Summoning a demon with Mynthons.

by WindySilver.

I sighed and searched my pockets. There had to be

something I could use to summon the great candy demon.

 

Bingo! A carton of Mynthons! I threw it to the summon

sign and hoped for the best.

 

With a sudden puff of marshmallow dust, the great candy

demon was in front of me. He didn't look happy.

 

"WHO DARES TO SUMMON ME WITH SALMIAC-

LIQUORICE MYNTHONS?!" he roared straight at my

face.

It turned out I had picked the wrong flavor.
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Fish, Ribbons and Sherbet Ice Cream

Collected in Searthern Dangers

Optional theme: a deal with the devil.

Standard prompt: You know your sister died when you

were a child. You don't know your mother killed her to

grant you a second chance. by bookcrusher.

Flashback prompt: Selling your soul for a bucket of

sherbet ice cream seems a little extreme. by

SkullHunter900 (Year 2013).

"You know, selling your soul for a bucket of sherbet ice

cream seems a little extreme," Louisa said.

"Not just a simple bucket of it. A huge bucket that reaches

to the heaven!" Nick said, raising his hands to the sky in

praise the sun pose to fake excitement.

"This deal with this devil you've met... it seems fishy,"

Louisa noted.

"Well, it is a fish devil from the Arctic Ocean near the

north pole. That's how I can get the ice cream."

"Whatever. But if things go wrong, don't tell me I didn't

warn you."

Nick had only seen the bloody corpse. His parents

explained that a burglar had stabbed his sister to death

and that his mother had found her first soon after that

when it had already been too late.

Not that he would ever admit it even to his BFF, but it was

not the sherbet ice cream that had prompted him to

summon the devil. No, he, unlike everyone else who had

ever been in his family, hated sherbet and each time he

thought about such ice cream in detail, it became difficult

to fake even interest, let alone excitement. It was his

dead sister, Sasha, he was looking for from the deal with
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the devil. There had to be a way to connect with her

spirit, and if someone could do it, it was a devil.

Yes, even a fish devil living in the coldest of seas.

And his sister had liked fish as much as sherbet, ice

cream and ribbons, so it would only make sense that a

devil associated with fish would be able to help him.

"Son, I need to talk to you about something," Nick's father

said. "Come over here. Now that you are an adult, it's

time to talk man-to-man."

Nick believed this was about the truths of life school had

taught him, but he followed his father. It would not hurt to

hear the manly wisdom, no matter whether he had

already heard it or not.

"You do remember that your sister was killed back when

you were young, right?" his father asked.

"Of course I do! You and mother said that it was a

burglar's doing," Nick noted.

"There is something you were never told about it. Your

mother doesn't want you to know but... I think you should

know the truth."

"What is it, father?"

"Your sister wasn't killed by a burglar."

"What?!" Nick exclaimed. "Who was it then?"

"Your mother."

Nick's mouth fell agape. "No, it can't be..."

"Your mother and I both knew of the incoming rule of

having only one child made by the same parent. It was

meant to cut population growth, but it also meant that

any extra children had to be killed while the oldest was to

be left alive. Your mother did not want you to die so... she

chose Sasha."

"No... you're lying. It cannot be..." Nick could not believe

it.



Or was it that he did not want to?

If the fish devil helped him, Nick would find out the truth.

It was best to get on with the summoning and hope for

the best.

Sasha was trying to tie her hair with her pink ribbon, her

favorite. It was not going well, so her mother helped while

Nick followed her hands' movement intently, swearing

that one day he would help his sister with her hair.

Some years later, fate decided that that day would never

come. Or was it their mother who had decided it? Nick

was not sure anymore.

The funeral was small yet painful. Nick only remembered

the ribbon on Sasha's hair, the ribbon that he snatched as

a memento when no one was looking. No one even

noticed it was no longer there.

When the devil appeared, Nick was ready with the old

ribbon in his hand. There was a strong, sickening smell of

fish in the air, but he was determined to take it for his

sister's sake.

"Who calls upon my power?" The fish devil asked with

a deep voice.

Nick kneeled and raised Sasha's ribbon high in to the air

so that the devil could see it. "O' mighty fish devil, I call

upon thy power. Help me seek out the spirit of this girl

whose ribbon I hold."

The mighty posture of the devil collapsed and it looked at

Nick, baffled. "So... you are not here to seek fish?"

"No," Nick told.



"Then I cannot help you," the fish devil said, starting to

dissipate. "Go find a spirit devil or something to help on

your quest."

"But... wait!" Nick exclaimed and ran towards the devil,

but the summoned being was already gone.

He looked at the ribbon, then sighed.

"That fisherman was right. This could've never worked. I

guess it's time to research these spirit devils and figure

out how to summon them... I hope it's not too difficult... I

need to find out the truth."

Nick was not exactly sure when, but he did notice that

something was strange about his mother after the

funeral. It was as if a burden had been lifted from her

shoulders.

And each time he mentioned her seeing someone like

Sasha, seeing her in a dream or thinking that he had seen

her ghost, each time his mother had paled...

The more he thought about it, the more it looked like his

father had told the truth.

The only thing he needed now was confirmation.

Confirmation from the only person who knew the truth.

Sasha.



Artifact Quest

Collected in Searthern Dangers

Standard prompt: "Aren't ghosts suppose[sic] to be, I

don't know, ghostly?" by PhantomMarquis.

Nasty Ass Challenge: The opening sentence must be the

last sentence from a flash fiction story written by

someone else during the month, include at least one

dynamic character, incorporate 10 cocktail names from

this list (only one per sentence) and prominently feature

two things that do not ordinarily go together. Optionally,

the final wordcount should be either 377, 610, or 987

words.

My line is "Beware." from Oreramar's story The Codex.

Beware. That was what the sign said. The only problem I

had with it was that it was a corroded wooden sign. It was

cold in here, so a sign made of ice would've survived here

better. Well, at least the snakebite I had was no longer

bothering me. Too bad it can't be said about my

companion, Batida. May she rest in peace.

No time for pondering anymore. My fair lady is waiting for

me to retrieve the artifact of gods for her from this

forsaken place. Should I succeed, I could get back to my

greyhound Lopez. Heck, I missed her so bad; I've been on

this quest for months. I hope Wolfram is taking good care

of her and the house while I'm gone.

The sign may tell me to beware, but I'm not going to do

so. I can deal with anything this place possibly could try

to kill me with. Avalanches, extreme cold, yetis? Not a

problem! I have prepared thoroughly.
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Therefore, I marched on, confident that my magic could

protect me all the time.

As I kept on going towards the place where ice met fire, it

turned out that while I had prepared myself to ice-related

hazards, not even in my craziest dreams I could have

imagined that I'd have to face fire monsters wearing black

velvet jackets here!

It took a while – and a few burns – to get my anti-fire

spells working; water spells kept freezing mid-air and thus

did nothing to the monsters. After I was done, I smelled

like carrot cake, one of the most sickening smells in the

world.

I do wonder... What would my godmother think if she

knew where I was? She'd probably want me to get her a

snowball; I could make a preservation spell that would let

me carry it long enough to give it to her and she knew it

as well as I did.

Once I finally got to the border, I was met with an

identical wooden beware sign, only more scorched than

decayed.

I looked at the flames and partly petrified lava ahead. If

there were fire monsters before, ice ones were probably

here. And if ice monsters were in the fire area, they were

most likely immune to fire. I had to prepare other anti-ice

spells before marching on.

Once I was ready, I walked forward again, now more

cautious than before.

There were no monsters there, only lava and fire. No

matter how many protective spells I used, I still got more

burns. Only once I had gotten out, they started to work

properly. How very strange...



The chest of the artifact was now ahead. Guarding it was

a knight in silver armor.

"Stop!" the knight commanded. "I am the arch ghost of

this tomb. Do not trespass!"

"Umm... Aren't ghosts supposed to be, I don't know,

ghostly?" I asked.

"I am a ghost," the knight told, sounding offended by my

question.

"Okay, fine," I told, trying to think of how I could combat

this enemy. "So, what happens if I trespass?"

"I don't know," the knight admitted. "No one has ever

gotten this far, and the god of ghosts never thought

anyone would get here."

"So... you don't know what to do?" I asked.

"No."

"Okay. I have a good idea: Do nothing. You haven't been

told what to do, so it's best to stay idle."

"Fine."

I went to the chest past the ghost, took the artifact and

teleported to my last waypoint before the ghost could

stop me.

Time to mark this quest as a success.

Wait for a while, Lopez, I'm coming back for you!



Different Solutions

Collected in Searthern Dangers

Standard prompts: Tacos were the answer to everything.

& “Fire is not the solution to everything.” both by

SarcasticCupcake5.

"Duuuude!" I huffed, looking at the burning city hall. "How

many times do we have to talk about this? Fire is not the

solution to everything!"

"Yeah, yeah, I know that chant. 'Fire is not the solution to

everything, but tacos are.' Listen, I'm tired of it. I'm a

dragon, not a Mexican!" Klinrau grumbled.

"That's racist," I said.

"No, it's not. Tacos are Mexican food," Klinrau objected.

"But not all Mexican people eat tacos," I reminded.

"Who cares?" Klinrau asked. "Well, I do not."

Then he took off to the yellow sky and proceeded to burn

the local church.
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